
4.11 SkillBuilder: Analysing cause and effect
4.11.1 Tell me
What is ‘cause and effect’?
Specific ‘events’ make up only a small part of the study of history. To really begin to understand any event,
it is vital to be able to analyse the factors that led to it, and the way in which the event might bring about
change afterwards. These are the causes and effects.

SOURCE 1 Train derailment at Montparnasse
station in Paris, 1895. Whilst what happened seems
clear, its causes and subsequent effects are less
obvious.

Why is it important to analyse cause and effect?
Analysing cause and effect helps us evaluate the importance of different events within historical periods and
build our understanding of the past. We can then make more confident historical claims in our conclusions.

4.11.2 Show me
There are many ways to go about analysing cause and effect when studying history, but they all share one
common factor: they encourage you to think carefully about a topic so that you can reach conclusions that
can be supported with historical knowledge and evidence.

To analyse cause and effect, start by asking the straightforward question: ‘Why did this event occur?’ You
will probably find that such a simple question is actually not that easy to answer. Remember, the causes are
not always obvious.

Consider the following topic of migration from Britain to Australia as an example.
Migration to Australia from Britain occurred for a number of reasons including the impact of the

Industrial Revolution, losing land in the Highland Clearances, change in employment opportunities,
poverty, and famine in Britain.
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When you have identified some causes, place them in a timeline so that you can identify long-term and
short-term causes, as well as the long-term and short-term effects. To assess your own ideas, ask yourself
the question, ‘If one of the causes on the timeline was removed, would the key event still have occurred the
same way?’ If removing one item changes the way you think the event would have occurred, then you have
probably identified a key cause.

Timeline of migration from Britain to Australia:

Late 1700s–1850s

Highland Clearances force people from their 

lands in Scotland.

1851

Victorian gold rushes begin.

The Port Phillip District separates from New 

South Wales to become Victoria.

1769

James Watt’s steam engine is invented.

1788

A British colony is established in New South 

Wales.

1807

Slavery is abolished in British colonies.

1845–57

Irish potato famine takes place.

1900

1700

1750

1800

1850

CE

CE
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Then, arrange your ideas in a graphic organiser like the one below.

SOURCE 2 An effective way to identify and analyse cause and consequences

Migration

from Britain

to Australia

Causes Effects

Long-term Short-term

‘Industrial Revolution

changed

employment’ and

‘Establishment of

British colony at

New South Wales’

‘Highland

Clearances’

and

‘Unemployment’

Short-term Long-term

‘Increased

population

in New South

Wales’ and ‘Change

of lifestyle for

migrants’

‘Change to physical

landscape of

Australia’ and

‘Development of

new Australian

culture’

Once you have constructed your timeline and graphic organiser, you should ask yourself these questions
about the effects of your key event (sample answers provided):• What changed because of the key event? Were the changes positive or negative?• Change to demographics in Australia — more free settlers rather than only convicts• Demographic changes in Britain — large sections of the population left• Growth of cities and colonies in Australia• Development of Australian identity — influenced by this wave of migration• How many people were affected by the event?• Tens of thousands of people were affected directly — e.g. those who migrated• Hundreds of thousands affected indirectly — e.g. family who remained in Britain• Tens of thousands of Indigenous people affected• How long-lasting were the changes? Were they permanent or did the situation return to its

original state?• The changes were permanent. The British colonies in Australia continued to grow and Australia as it
was before European migration would change completely.• If one of the causes on the timeline was removed, would the key event still have occurred the

same way?• One example is the Irish potato famine — had it not occurred, the number of Irish migrants coming
to Australia could have been much lower — the event would not have occurred in the same way.
This would suggest that the potato famine in Ireland was a key factor in the movement of people.

4.11.3 Let me do it
Complete the following activities to practise this skill.

4.11 ACTIVITIES
1. Practise analysing causes and effects by working through the questions and tasks outlined in section 4.11.2,

using ‘abolition of slavery’ as your key event.
You could consider the role of individuals as well as specific events when thinking about the causes, but you
might need to do some further research to finalise the effects. The questions you ask would be similar but
you would need to ask yourself: had that individual been removed, how might the events have been
different? Would change have taken longer to occur, or would it have happened more quickly? This will help
reveal the importance of the individual in the events you are studying.

2. Compare your graphic organiser with others in the class. Have you identified the same or similar factors? If
not, explain your thoughts to each other and decide if you need to update or adapt your own work.
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3. Once you are confident that your work is complete, use it to give an extended response to the following
question: ‘To what extent did the actions of individual people result in the abolition of slavery?’ In answering,
you should consider both the actions of individuals as well as other factors that resulted in the abolition of
slavery. Decide which you feel was the more important factor.

CONTENT TO COME
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